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Market
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PE Deal Making
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PE Fundraising (“Dry Powder”)
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PE Exit Activity
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PE Exit Activity
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Financing Market Changes
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Current Trends Affecting Private Equity M&A 

• PE fundraising on record pace for 
2022 against slowing of deal market

• Industry focus: tech, healthcare, 
supply and logistics

• Buy and build continues to be an 
important strategy

• Increased regulatory scrutiny

• Slowing of PE exits, in particular IPO 
activity

• Rise of direct lending

• Increased focus on ESG diligence and 
reporting

• Rise of continuation funds

• Disruption of SPAC market

• Significant legislation—Inflation 
Reduction Act and CHIPS Act

• Continued economic and geopolitical 
disruption/correction

• COVID-19

• Impact of mid-term elections
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The “Buy and Build” 
Strategy
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PE “Buy and 
Build” 
Activity
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What is the “Buy and Build” Strategy?

• Initial purchase by the PE sponsor of a “platform” company, followed by multiple 
“add-on”, “bolt-on” or “roll-up” acquisitions

• Typically involves smaller target companies or single product lines, divisions or 
operating assets

• Can be an attractive alternative to pursuing potentially slow, expensive or 
cumbersome organic growth or transformative acquisitions

• Smaller add-on companies may sell at lower EBITDA multiples, allowing EBITDA 
arbitrage

• In a competitive market for quality acquisition target, add-on acquisitions may be 
the only way for PE sponsors to compete with strategic buyers
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Requirements for Implementing the “Buy and 
Build” Strategy 

• Fragmented industry with enough potential targets of the right size

• Stable environment not subject to cyclical market fluctuations

• Strong management team with M&A integration experience

• Platform company with a balance sheet that can handle additional debt, 
repeatable financial performance, operational assets like IT systems and 
distribution and sales networks that are set to scale up
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Requirements for Implementing the “Buy and 
Build” Strategy

• Typical target companies for add-on, bolt-on and tuck-in acquisitions consist of

• Smaller stand-alone companies or product lines or divisions of larger companies

• Fast-growing small companies that can use access to capital and operational 
expertise

• Financially troubled companies with good products looking for a last-chance deal

• Smaller businesses with products that are dominant in a niche market

• Companies carving-out divisions not central to their growth strategy

• Aging population or generational shift away from company

• Can next buyer also do “buy and build”?
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Private Equity Key 
M&A Deal Terms
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Purchase Price

How do you know how much buyer pays?

• In most private deals, purchase price is calculated by reference to agreed total 
enterprise value for the target with adjustments that are calculated as of closing 

• Most common adjustments are cash (+), debt (-), net working capital (+/-) and 
transaction expenses (-)

• Deals frequently include adjustments for other items (e.g., contracted or 
budgeted capital expenditure spend) and accrued taxes

• Elements of purchase price and associated definitions are carefully reviewed and 
negotiated in coordination with client and its legal and financial advisors

• Purchase price in take-private transactions is fixed with no adjustment
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Purchase Price

• Purchase price is determined at closing using estimated values. Parties adjust 
purchase price after closing based on final adjustment items

• Purchase agreement includes a dispute resolution process, which frequently ends 
with a determination by an independent accountant

• Very few U.S. deal incorporate a “locked box” structure v. completion accounts

Items to consider:

• What is standard for applying purchase price adjustment elements? GAAP? Will 
there by a schedule of accounting principles?

• Will the adjustment be capped? 
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Purchase Price

• How will adjustment be funded? Will there be an escrow?

• Who prepares post-closing adjustment statement?

• Will determination by independent accountant be the sole and exclusive remedy?

• What happens if a party does not deliver the estimated adjustment statement or 
the post-closing adjustment? (Many purchase agreements do not address)
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COVID-19 

COVID-19: Year 3

• Many purchase agreements now include MAE carveouts for pandemics/COVID-19 
(not always subject to disproportionate effect qualifiers)

• Many purchase agreements now include exceptions to interim operating 
covenants for actions taken in response to pandemics/COVID-19

Items to consider:

• How does interim covenant to operate “in the ordinary course” apply to 
COVID-19? 

• Are COVID-19 or pandemic related reps needed? (Less important now that 
government subsidy programs have wound down)
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Termination Fees 

What are Termination Fees?

• Private equity deals often include a buyer or “reverse” termination fee

• RTF is payable when buyer is required to close but does not (typically because of 
failure to obtain debt financing). Seller retains specific performance rights with 
respect to closing the deal (subject to availability of debt financing) 

• Purchase agreement does not typically include a company/seller termination fee 
(other than in a take-private with a no-shop)

• Regulatory termination fees are uncommon, though deal dependent. May be 
more prevalent with heightened regulatory scrutiny of private equity
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Termination Fees

Items to Consider:

• Liability for Breach

• Is RTF payable upon termination due to buyer breach? (Buyer sometimes 
agrees to higher RTF for breach)

• Is RTF sole monetary remedy (liquidated damages) or does seller have ability 
to also pursue separate claims for breach? 

• Are claims for breach by buyer or seller capped?

• Does RTF include expense reimbursement or interest?

• Who is responsible for payment of RTF? (Typically, payment is supported by a 
limited guarantee from the sponsor fund) 
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Termination Fees

How much is the RTF?

• RTF is typically calculated as a percentage of total enterprise value for the target. 
According to the most recent SRSAcquiom 2022 M&A Deal terms study, averages 
for RTF amounts have been trending upward, as shown below:

• 2019 5.2% 

• 2020 5.8%

• 2021 7.2%
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Debt Commitment Papers

Debt Financing terms of Merger Agreements

• Currently, financing market uncertainties have not been reflected in any watering down of 
traditional “SunGard” conditionality

• The rise of the private credit markets in the midst of syndicated financing market 
uncertainty in the face of equity market pullbacks, combined with the rising interest 
rate environment and correspondingly decreased deal flow, has allowed sellers to 
remain firm on these deal standards

Other Trends Amid Rising Private Credit Utilization

• Removal of need for flex term commitment paper flexibility

• Shift from Marketing Periods to Inside Dates

“This is less about absolute spread tightening and more about the persistence of volatility. As 
long as equities remain choppy, we believe the private debt market will continue to be more 
robust than the syndicated loan market.”
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Debt Financing & Liability Management

Isolated downturn activity over the course of the past half decade has led to markets 
tightening exceptions allowing for liability management transactions

• J.Crew/Material IP provisions

• Interstitial financings and Serta-type Transactions

Intra-tranche creditor warfare

• Broadly syndicated facilities – first and second lien- a factor in market dynamics

Private credit as a salve for lender wounds

• What effect will buy and hold strategies of private credit have on restructurings in the next 
downturn?

• Is there a good reason to expect clubbed-up private credit deals to function differently from 
syndicated deals in a downside scenario, absent plugging of documentation exceptions 
allowing for liability management?
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“XEROX” Provisions and Financing Cooperation

Lender Sign-to-Close Liability Management Still Important

• Coming out of the ‘08 downturn, recognition of centrality of funding sources in decisions 
to fund or not fund and potential lender tortious interference liability helped create Xerox 
provisions limiting claims against debt financing sources under the Buyer/Seller Contract

Lending Market Composition Effect on Contract Non-Party Risk Tolerance

• Dispersion of balance sheet risk from commercial/investment banks in committed 
financing has not led to increased lender appetite for risk and third-party beneficiary 
limitations of Xerox still market

• Upfront lender diligence for a commitment has not substantially changed the timeframes 
for or expectations of sell-side assistance to financing sources between signing and closing
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Other Trends in Debt Financing
Staple Financing may have helped unstable financing markets in the pre-DelMonte era.  Could 
it happen again via increased prevalence of portable debt

• Despite some lender willingness, there was spotty Sponsor uptake on portable debt 
features in near-recent financing markets

• Are we likely to see more buy-side usage of debt portability features?

More Seller Paper?

• Exiting sponsor/proprietor financing offers may be viewed more favorably in 
unpredictable financing markets

• Private credit acceptance of junior lien sell-side tranche?

• Combinations of sell-side approved financing sources/portable debt and seller financing 
as a path to getting deals over the line?
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Seller Paper
Why use seller paper?

• Seller paper can provide the seller with an attractive interest rate and remove financing conditionality at the 
front end of a transaction in lieu of the seller accepting a portion of the longer-term financing risk of the sold 
asset

• Sometimes used as part of earnout payment

Typical terms of seller paper include:

• Seller paper is typically unsecured and is subordinated to the senior debt for the acquisition

• Cash interest and sometimes principal payments can be made on the seller paper as long as no event of 
default has occurred under the senior debt financing for the acquisition, occasionally subject to the 
achievement of certain payment conditions

• May constitute 0% to 40% of the total purchase price paid by the PE sponsor for the target company

• Interest rates on seller paper are typically comparable to unsecured mezzanine debt

• Maturity of seller paper is often the same as the senior debt financing plus the preference period, e.g. 
5.5-7.5 years after closing, but subject to acceleration upon a subsequent sale of the target company
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Regulatory Covenants

What are regulatory covenants?

• Covenant requiring the parties to use reasonable best efforts to obtain required 
regulatory approvals (e.g., antitrust). May also cover third party approvals

• Purchase agreements may require buyer to undertake specific actions such as 
hold separates or divestitures to obtain approval

Items to consider: 

• Are covenants needed for a deal that does not require regulatory approval?

• What are buyer’s obligations to take actions to obtain approval, particularly with 
respect to “affiliates”

• Is an extension to the outside date to obtain regulatory approval needed? 
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Closing Conditions 

What are closing conditions?

• Closing of a deal will often be subject to conditions precedent. Typical conditions 
are:

• Bringdown of reps and compliance with covenants
• No orders or legal proceedings prohibiting the transaction
• No MAE having occurred 
• Receipt of required regulatory or third-party approvals
• Required stockholder approval
• Delivery of required agreements and documents
• Others (e.g. no appraisal, buyer acquisition financing, entering into 

employment agreements) are deal dependent
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Closing Conditions 

Items to consider:

• Are there any “back door” conditions?

• What is the standard for the no MAE closing condition? Is it backward looking? 

• Is an inside date or marketing period required for buyer’s debt financing?

• What is the interplay between a covenant for the parties to use best efforts to 
consummate the transaction and application of conditions?
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Rollover Equity

What is rollover equity?

• Exchange immediately prior to closing by key members of seller 
management of a portion of their equity in the target for equity in the 
post-closing company/ultimate parent company 

• Retention and financing tool

Items to consider:

• Tax deferral

• Rollover is typically same class of security in the post-closing company as 
the class of security held by the buyer
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Rollover Equity

• Liquidity: (i) put/call rights if management’s employment is terminated; (ii) co-
sale/tag-along rights; and/or (iii) drag-along rights

• Restrictive covenants for management team

• Does seller have third party beneficiary rights to enforce rollover?

• Is buyer required to cover shortfall in equity check arising from failure of rollover?

• What is the interplay of rollover equity value with the purchase price adjustment, 
indemnity or escrows? (Many agreements do not address)

• Anti-churning limitations
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Earnouts

What is an earnout?

• Earnouts are contingent payments payable to the seller upon the occurrence of 
certain post-closing events:

• Can be tied to the achievement of financial performance metrics (e.g., 
revenue, EBITDA) or the realization of specified  milestones 

• Can be structured as graduated additional payments based on the post-
closing performance of  the target business or “cliff” earn-outs payable if 
certain financial metrics are crossed/events occur
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Earnouts

Purpose of earnout payments

• Earn-outs can be used to bridge a valuation gap between the buyer and seller 
caused by differing projections or different expectations about the post-closing 
performance of the target business

• Earn-outs can also serve as a retention tool to incentivize sellers that are 
continuing as employees of the target

• Like purchase price adjustments, earnouts can lead to litigation

• For deals that do not utilize RWI, indemnity claims are often offset against future 
earnout payments
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Earnouts

Items to consider:

• What are the guardrails on the buyer’s running of the target business?

• What happens if there is a dispute over payment of the earnout? 

• What happens if there is a change of control of the target business?
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Earnouts

Trends in earnout usage:

• According to the SRSAcquiom 2022 M&A Deal Terms Study, the past two years 
have seen an increase in the use of earnouts (non-life sciences deals) from pre-
pandemic 2019, as shown below. The current trend is still below the prior peak in 
use of earnouts of 23%

• 2018 13%

• 2019 15%

• 2020 19%

• 2021 18%
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RWI
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Current RWI Pricing—Standard Risk 
Transactions/Industries

• Premium: 3.5%-4.5% Rate on Line

• Retentions: .75% - 1% of Enterprise Value

• Due Diligence: $40k-$60k

$5k for each additional insurer
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Policy Review and Drafting Overview

Policies are fully negotiable 

Some Key Areas of Negotiation:

• Deal Specific Exclusions

• Prosecution Expenses

• Subrogation language/Subrogation 

Thresholds

• Fraud/Remedies against Sellers

• Settlement Authority/Threshold

• Arbitration/Suits Against Insurers

• Punitive Damages/Most Favorable 

Jurisdiction

• Burden of Proof/Actual Prejudice 

• Claims Process/Reporting 

Requirements

• Privilege/Fifth Amendment 

Preservation
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Current Volume/Market Conditions

Source: Euclid Transactional
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Current Volume/Market Conditions

Source: Euclid Transactional 44



Current Volume/Market Conditions
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RWI Claims Trends
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RWI Claims Trends
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RWI Claims Trends
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Due Diligence 
Trends
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Due Diligence Trends 

Current Areas of Focus for M&A Due Diligence

• Regulatory, antitrust/foreign investment 

• Supply chain/import-export

• Facilities

• Labor and employment

• IP/IT/cybersecurity/data privacy

• Pandemic-related impacts

• ESG
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ESG Diligence and Reporting

• ESG “compliance” largely voluntary 

• Growing “stakeholder” interests

• Increasing belief in the value of the ESG framework for identifying risks and 
opportunities

• Increasing demand from various stakeholders to focus on ESG considerations

• Diligence

• Does transaction/target meet PE Buyer’s ESG goals/investment mandate

• Satisfy Lender and LP requirements

• Buy-side pre-closing; during holding period; pre-sale preparation
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ESG Diligence and Reporting

• Reporting

• Provides transparency

• Reporting process identifies the risks and opportunities

• Evolving standardized reporting principles

• Public reporting (GRI, SASB, TCFD, UN SDGs, etc.)

• Private equity-specific  (ILPA DCI; LSTA; ELFA)

• Lack of reliable, standardized grading 
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